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A TOTALLY INDEPENDENT AS-K 14
or "the flying pastries over Helsinki "

by J . Tervamaki

to the rudder and unlocked in about a fe w
seconds, the purpose of which become s
clear later on .

The outrigger wheels were at first a
problem . Originally I had planned to de-
sign and build retractable outriggers but
soon realized that it would mean losing
the complete 1974 soaring season in strip-
ping, recovering and painting the wings .
Therefore, I ended up with a "ground re-
tractable" outrigger system where the out-
riggers "move manually from the wings int o
the cockpit behind the pilot's seat" .
This decision made the installation job
much easier but, of course, requires a
bit more time in use .

In the installation I removed onl y
about 5 x 5 inches of fabric from the wings
near the outer end of the airbrakes and
laminated tubular fiberglass seats fo r
the outriggers into a strong corner formed
by the wing spar, one rib and the airbrake

If you were an AS-K 14 owner in the
U .S . you may have learned to understand
what were Mr . Kaiser's aims in designing
this beautiful motorglider . He surely
had those green, grassy German glide r
fields in his mind with some helpers and
a wingman always available for takeoff .
He probably never imagined that some da y
a strange fellow in Finland would want to
fly it from a busy international airport
with paved runways or at least he has no t
seen Finnish glider fields which mostly
have very rough gravel runways includin g
bigger-than-fist-size stones . In both
of the latter circumstances the tailski d
and dragging wingtips of the AS-K 14 ar e
not very practical to operate especiall y
if there are no helpers and wingmen avail- hinge support . The first test flight wa s
able whatsoever . Even worse in the case not a success . The fiberglass outrigger s
of my AS-K 14, OH-440, which I have to pull broke and flew off because of flutter a t
out alone from the back row of a hangar

	

high speed . It then became clear to me
having only 25 feet of floor space avail-

		

why Egon Scheibe is using nylon rods in
his Fa1kes . Of course, the nylon rod is
strong, very flexible and offers a lot o f
damping effect against flutter vibrations .
After some experiment, one-inch diameter
nylon rods proved to work well also in the
AS-K 14 . In the OH-440 they can be quick-
ly installed and removed by means of win g
nuts on the upper surface of the wings .
The empty outrigger holes can be covered
by aerodynamic fiberglass pieces leaving
the performance of the machine unaffected .

Last summer, 70-80 percent of my
flights were with the outriggers remove d
and covers on . The procedure for this
method is simply to taxi the aircraft in-
to takeoff position (with parachute an d
safety harness unstrapped), stop ther e
and remove the outriggers placing them be-
hind the seat back-rest, strap into th e
parachute and jump into the aircraft for

takeoff with the wingtip dragging on the

ground for a few feet . The reverse, of

able between the wall and two unmovabl e
helicopters, which looks impossible for a
motorglider of 47-foot span . So, when I
bought the AS-K 14 from Germany, every-
thing appeared to be against my seriou s
intention to operate a motorglider from
Malmi airport in Helsinki, the busies t
general aviation airport in Finland, sit-
uated about eight miles from the cente r
of the city and only five miles from Hel-
sinki international airport . However ,
after some redesign of the AS-K 14 land-
ing means and the addition of new groun d
handling equipment my soaring trips fro m
Malmi proved to be a great success .

The first thing to do was to mak e
the aircraft taxiable on paved runways .
This necessitated the replacement o f
the standard tailskid with a steerabl e
tailwheel and the addition of outrigge r
wheels under the wings . To design a
steerable tailwheel arrangement which pro -
duces a minimum of drag increase requires

	

course, is required after landing to taxi

imagination . I didn't want to make any

	

the aircraft back to hangar . It sounds

holes in the fuselage or to add extra

	

impractical but is a pretty easy task re -

cables or pulleys to the rudder pedal

	

quiring only about two to three minutes .

system . I avoided them by strengthening

	

However, I always request the tower to

the rudder itself from the lower hinge to

	

clear me on to a crossing runway rathe r

the bottom end and by placing there a

	

than the one in use to make these oper-

stainless steel steering spring which lies ations without panic .

in the already turbulent wake of the tail

	

To complete the system I designed a
wheel . The whole arrangement is hardly

	

trolley to pull out the machine sideway s

bigger than the original tail spring and

	

from the hangar in a space of 25 feet in -

skid . The steering system can be locked

	

stead of the 47 feet required by the air -

2



craft span . The trolley consists of a

	

planning, etc .
fork-shaped steel tube structure with full

	

At 10 :30 the first tiny signs of the
swiveling wheels in all four corners . One

	

coming cumulus weather are popping out o n
pair of the wheels can be locked for easier the horizon . My tension increases . At
steering . The airplane is lifted onto the

	

11 :30, when lunch time begins the cumulu s
trolley by means of a steel tube lever

	

is already enormous . People start moving
which, at the same time it is lifting,

	

to our company dining room . "Hi," I say
rotates the landing gear wheel so as to

	

to the operator girl, "have to go to th e
force the aircraft to climb onto the U-

	

city, will come back in three hours . "
shaped trolley platform . Now, by unlock-

	

Jumping into my car I drive to Malmi air-
ing the tailwheel from the rudder the air-

	

port, rush to the terminal coffee shop
craft is ready to be moved sideways . It

	

and buy a pair of pastries and a pot o f
is, by the way, a much easier job to do

	

juice in a plastic bag . At 11 :40 I open
without help than trying to push or pull

	

the hangar doors, remove the wing cover s
the AS-K 14 from the propeller or tail-

	

and lift the 440 on to the trolley . At
cone . The AS-K 14 wingtip is an excel-

	

11 :45 the 440 is outside and I am inside
lent handle to pull the machine and steer

	

strapping the shoulder harness . Switch-
it in tight places .

	

ing the radio to Malmi TWR frequency, I
Now, after the equipment has been de-

	

request taxi clearance, local flight, two
scribed, it might be interesting to know

	

hours .
what's the difference compared to a stan-

	

Malmi TWR : 440 cleared into position
dard AS-K 14 or pure glider operations .

	

runway 33 (this is one of the two short
First of all it has made it possible

	

runways no one else uses but me, there are
for me to fly the OH-440 from Malmi air-

	

altogether four runways at Malmi airport
port, four miles from my home, where the

	

which means eight takeoff and landing di -
traffic is much too heavy for both normal

	

rections) .
glider towing and standard AS-K 14 opera-

	

At 11 :50, OH-440 is in the air with
tions as well . (If the weather is good,

	

the gear in and the nose pointing to th e
one may see five Pipers, Yankees, Cessnas

	

nearest cumulus . At 800 feet I hit the
and others waiting for takeoff, two on

	

lift, pulling the throttle to idle . En-
final and five others on the circuit) .

	

gine shut down and propeller feathering
This saves me about 80 miles of driving

	

at 1500 ft switching the radio at the same
to the nearest glider field and back each

	

time to 119 .9 Mhz for Helsinki Approach
day I want to fly . The same applies to

	

Control .
all maintenance and care the aircraft

	

OH-440 : Helsinki APP, this is 44 0
needs between the flights . At weekends

	

climbing power off at 1500 feet two mile s
this is not a very big saving in time (in

	

east of Malmi . Request clearance to climb
gasoline, yes) but the real difference be-

	

up to cloudbase .
comes clear in what I could define as

	

APP : 440, stand by .
"lunch soaring" or "soaring lunch" which-

	

Silence, I know they are looking a t
ever sounds better in American English .

	

the radar and checking the overall situa -
This is something my purist soaring fel-

	

tion in Helsinki control area with TWR an d
lows cannot accomplish at all here in Hel-

	

ACC people .
sinki (How about in U .S .?) . Here it goes :

	

APP : OK 440, you are cleared to climb

It's a beautiful summer morning,

	

to 8000 feet . Remain on this frequency and
7 :50 a .m . I am driving to my job'staring

	

report reaching FL 80 .
at the sky . Looks like promising soaring

	

440 : Roger .
weather today .

	

About 15 minutes later I am just about
At 8 :05, sitting at my desk I cannot

	

reaching FL 80 when the APP voice interrupt s
resist calling the Helsinki airport meteo

	

me . . .
service . A soft, sexy girl's voice expects

	

APP : 440, what is your present posi -
good lift with 8000 foot cloudbase, south

	

tion and altitude ?
wind less than 10 knots . Thanks! I can

	

440 : 5 miles east of Malmi at 7500 feet .
hardly concentrate on my work now . For-

	

APP : could you maintain 7500 fee t
tunately the boss seems to be in a cheery

	

for awhile?
mood . Once in a while I have to take a

	

440 : I am climbing in a good thermal ;
look at the sky . Be careful now, every-

	

will maintain 7500 feet .
body here knows your hobby and can spoil

	

A few minutes later I can see a Fin-

your plan if you are too much at the win-

	

pair DC-9 on final for Helsinki, 5000 fee t

dow . You may soon be called to an "im-

	

below me, some miles away . So, this was

portant" meeting, make some long range

	

the reason . Now I can finally open my lunch
3



bag
Up there in the silence with mouth ful l

of pastry and juice I can see at least 10 0
miles every direction in the clear polar air .
Big ships are visible in Helsinki harbor s
and many small motor- and sailboats ar e
drawing their streaks in Helsinki archipel-
ago . Looking a bit further to the south I
can see over the Gulf of Finland to the
Estonian coast where some trails of smok e
are visible, perhaps from the industry o f
Tallin city . To the North there are thos e
endless Finnish forests and lakes .

After finishing my astronaut-styl e
lunch I decided to fly a short round trip
to the nearby town of Porvoo further east
on the coast . Stick forward and the air-
stream starts to whistle around the can-
opy . The airspeed indicator needle move s
to 150 km/h and the electric variometer
needle drops down to 2-3 m/s sink, the audi o
giving a low murmur . Near Porvoo tow n
above Neste oil refinery (which is some-
thing like Finnish Texaco) there seems t o
be a good thermal judging from the tower-
ing cumulus . My altitude drops down t o
3000 feet until I reach it but the lift
is again very good . Perhaps the many
oil-cracking fires are helping the sun
to produce this 900-fpm boomer . So, I am
making good use of the wasted fossil e
energy . But the APP again interrupts my
philosophical thought . . . .

APP : 440, advise your position and
altitude ?

440 : Three miles north of HEKA NDB
at 3000 feet .

APP : Confirm your altitude again
and transmit for identification .

440 : Climbing at 3100 feet (and
pressing the button to transmit for radar )

APP : Maintain 3000 feet now .
440 : Will maintain 3000 feet .
Suddenly another voice enters 119 .9 .

English is spoken with a strong Russian
accent . Aeroflot captain reports enterin g
Helsinki airspace on his way from Moscow .
APP advises him to maintain 6000 feet when
passing HEKA NDB and soon I can see a bi g
Tupolev jet flying by 3000 feet above (AP P
uses several frequencies but they wante d
it this way to keep my attention on the
other traffic above) . After seeing th e
Tupolev on final for Helsinki internationa l
I request again clearance to 9000 feet and
receive it immediately . Near the cloud
base still steeply banking in the lift I
suddenly find myself flying formation wit h
three buzzards . This is the same place I
have seen one hawk several times earlie r
this summer but never three at the same
4

time . Perhaps both parents and one chil d
were enjoying the spirits of soaring while
earlier in the spring only the father buz-
zard had the privilege of doing it but th e
mother had to sit on the eggs . Anyway the
sight was fascinating, reminding me o f
Jack Lambie's flight with a condor .

This summer was a very good bird-
watchers summer, anyway for me . I remember
just a few weeks earlier when I was lucky
to fly with two migrating cranes in th e
same thermal for several rounds . The sight

was so fantastic I couldn't resist report-
ing APP : 440 here, there is some crossing
VFR traffic here, two cranes on course
straight over your airfield at FL 40 . A
quick answer from the APP was : "Beware
that you are not shot down as a duck!" ,
which was a justified warning because a
few days earlier Helsinki newspapers ha d
discouraging headlines : "First victims o f
the hunting season, stupid hunters shoot
down several cranes, very rare stork and
other protected birds as ducks" . Wonder
whether they can distinguish my AS-K fro m
a duck .

Looking at my watch I realized tha t
the time was 1 :30 p .m . and I was still sit-
ting there at 9000 feet while the boys were
working hard down there in the city . Bette r
go back . Taking the microphone I reques t
clearance to leave 9000 feet for a fina l
glide to Malmi airport runway 27 .

APP : Cleared to leave 9000 fee t
for visual approach to Malmi, contac t
Malmi tower on 118 .9 .

After a long glide to the west I
reach Malmi airport but still have 300 0
feet altitude to spare . Why not waste i t
by making a flyby over the company . Down
there I can see my boss' big red Datsun
being driven away . Very good! Now I am
safe from any uncomfortable questions when
returning . I pull the gear and brakes out
and side slip onto RWY 27 . On the ground
I restart the engine and taxi back to th e
hangar . There is no time to draw th e
wing covers on, just close the hangar doors
and back to the job .

The above story gives an idea how
cooperative the Helsinki approach control
has been in allowing me to soar mixed with
incoming and departing IFR traffic . Sure ,
I shall bring them a bottle of whisky as a

Christmas present, plus this issue of Mo-

torgliding . Another question is, how many

motorgliders they would tolerate soaring
around there near the control zone at th e
same time . Probably not too many an d
therefore I prefer not to make too muc h
noise about my success . Someone else may



discover how handy a machine the motor-
glider really is .

My weekend flying with the OH-440
should not be mixed with the above descrip-
tion . Usually I try to escape the Hel-
sinki control zone as far and as fast as
possible . Only then I can switch my Dit-
tel radio to the glider frequencies 122 . 5
and 123 .5 to chat a bit with the purist s
about the right method to launch sailplane s
Last summer was a very good soaring summe r
in Finland and so there were many oppor-
tunities for long distance flights . Hans-
Werner Grosse, for example (you sure kno w
him without introduction), flew a new
world record here last July, a 1000-km
triangle, with his AS-W 17 . I did not
perform as well but anyway got 65 hour s
in my log book of which 53 hours were
soaring . Three times I flew a 220-km
(137-mile) round trip Malm -Kymi-Malm i
which seems to be some kind of a "shear
line" where humid sea winds mix with dry
inland air forming a soarable cloud stree t
along the coast when elsewhere hardly any
clouds are visible . The best of thes e
flights took place July 5 requiring 4 hours
10 minutes of flying time of which only 4
minutes were engine time for takeoff .
Less than 2 pounds of gasoline was used
from the tank . This is my answer to man y
sailplane pilots who often ask how can I
carry enough fuel for such a long flight !

On my weekend flights I have visite d
most of the southern Finland glider field s
like Kiikala, Nummela, Vesivehmaa and Ray-
ska.l'a . The last mentioned one will be th e
place of the World Gliding Championships
in 1976 . It is a pity the SLS pilots wil l
not have their own championships in Rayskal a
at the same time . It would be nice to mee t
from both sides of the Atlantic . You would
find Finland a beautiful country for soar-
ing. For example, the visibility here i s
very seldom as poor as it usually is in
central Europe or as it was in Oshkosh ,
Wisconsin during the first week of August
when I visited the EAA Fly-In there . In
Finland the polar winds and large forests
clean up the air regularly .

Talking about Oshkosh, there were
two very interesting SLS projects, one
flyable with a retractable propeller drive
and one nearly completed with a folding
prop and very low empty weight, only 120
pounds . I think Motorgliding should write
about their progress . (The author is re-
ferring to OZdershaw's O-3, which has flown ,
and Haig's American Eaglet-Ed.)

Figure 2 . . . .which can be unlocked fo r
full swivel when necessary (see figure 8
for reason )

Figure 3 . We also need nylon outriggers
with wheels for balance which can be easil y
removed and the open holes . . .

Figure 1 . The procedure to make an AS- K
14 taxiable starts by designing and in-
stalling a steerable tail wheel . . . .

5



Figure 4 . . . .covered by an aerodynami c
plastic piece for performance flights .

Figure 7 . . . .up she goes . Now, just un-
lock the tail wheel for full swivel as in

figure 2 and the aircraft is ready to move

in and out from tight places .

Figure 5 . And the completed job can b e
seen here ready for taxiing . Figure 8 . The lifting lever is a loos e

item but can be seen here still in pushe d
down position .

Figure 6 . If the hangar space is limited ,

e .g . too narrow, a sideways moving trolley

like this will help . Here the liftin g
lever is ready to be pushed down and . . .

Figure 9 . The author climbing on board
for take off from Kiikala glider field .
The outriggers have been removed but tai l
wheel, of course, is there .

6



Figure 10 . A low pass for the cameraman .

Figure 13 . A photo of the turnpoin t
Kymi glider field from 8000 ft .

Figure 14 . A place to visit for the glider
pilot . Hyvinkaa glider field 2 miles fro m
the center of the town .

Figure 11 and 12 . Two views from OH-44 0
cockpit 8000 ft above the coast of Gulf
of Finland on the way from Malmi to Kym i
glider field . Beautiful archipelago ,
isn't it .

Figure 15 . OH-440 visiting Rayskala gli-
der field, the place of 1976 world glid-

ing championships .
7



FOREIGN SCENE

by S . O . Jenko, Dipl . Ing . ETH
AMTECH SERVICES

Here & There - Something for Everyone . . . .
It appears there are quite a few AP S

meets in Germany every year . The German
Adler (August 1975) carried an account of
such an event at Klippeneck last June 20th
which was sponsored for the third year .
It looks to be quite different from the
usual soaring meet-it resembled a sport s
car rally or perhaps a fox hunt . In ad-
dition, the participants had to complete
a questionnaire full of theoretical prob-
lems .

Because of poor weather only 18 of
30 participants showed up . After a rainy
takeoff the weather improved markedly an d
the summer sun came out in all its spendor .

The total length of the course wa s
143 miles-supposedly a two-hour flight .

After the task was completed (ap-
parently there was a lot of engine time )
an old-fashioned "summer fe(a)st" took
place in the hangar . There was plenty of
draft beer and bratwurst, and a 60-piec e
band from a nearby town contributed to th e
happy and friendly atmosphere . What a
way to enjoy life-those German pilot s
certainly know the right combinations .

.The same issue of Adler states that
the FAI approved the world record goa l
flight of 330 miles by Kurt Heimann on
May 5, 1975 in a SF-27M .

.The students did it again! Through-
out the history of soaring and APSs stu-
dents made worthwhile contributions t o
new developments . This time, accordin g
to German Aero (5/8/74) the student soar-
ing group of vocational schools in Lipp e
area at Detmold installed an auxiliary
engine, Lloyd LS-440, into the right win g
of their K-8b sailplane .

It is a pusher type installation .
The propeller rotates in a slot close t o
the trailing edge . Similar installation s
have been seen before (see May 1974 Motor-
gliding) .

.The stringent noise regulations en-
forced in European countries are responsi-
ble for remarkable ingenuity in new muf-
fler developments . The German Aero-Kurier
(August 1975) took notice of such a new
successful design by Leo Meeder . Al-
though he developed the new muffler fo r
his prewar powered aircraft, the Klemm K L
35 (105-hp Hirth engine), the basic de-
sign could be used on any other four-cycl e

engine . His muffler design lowered th e
noise level by 10 dB(A) to 60 .5 dB(A)-
a marked achievement, considering the

official limit of 70 dB(A) !
His design consists of a large volum e

muffler to which all four-cylinder exhaust s
are connected . The exhaust gases expan d
in the large muffler and then enter th e
perforated tubes connected to conical dif-
fusers exhausting to the free air . Th e
noise level of this installation is notice-
ably below the railroad and automotive
noise .

• A retractable propeller is one solu-
tion to aerodynamic improvement of an
auxiliary-powered sailplane . It is really
nothing new--although design variation s
are possible .

But-how about two(!) retractable
propellers? Yes, someone did it .

The German Aerokurier August 1975
has a short description of this new devel-
opment by W . Knechtel and R . Goetz .

It was developed for a VW 1800 engine
(68 hp) . Each propeller is driven by a
timing belt and the reduction ratio i s
3/5 . The total weight of engine with bat-
tery and starter, and the two propellers
is 176 pounds . The drive with propellers
weighs 81 .4 pounds ; designer Knechte l
thinks a reduction to 55 pounds is possi-
ble . The illustration shows general fea-
tures of this unusual design .

• 8,000-km flight in an auxiliary-
powered sailplane! In Europe the two-plac e
APSs are used not only for training an d
soaring but also as a means of transporta-
tion, serving as a light powered aircraft .
The German Luftsport carried a lengthy ,
two-part article in April and May 1975
issues of such a flight with considerabl e
amount of engine time . The wanderlust o f
Helmut Birkner was the driving force o f
this planned flight from his hometown of
Hamburg (W . Germany) . A two-place Scheibe
FaZke was used . In order to increase
the range an auxiliary tank of 10 .6 gal-
lons from an Opel Kadett was installed on
the right seat . Other equipment require d
for overwater flights was also included .

8



The flight began on December 3, 1974 LETTER S
from Hamburg-Boberg . Because of poor
weather conditions over Germany the fligh t
was under power until Lyon (southeas t
France) was reached . In addition, the in-
itial flight plan had to be revised on a
daily basis .

From then on conditions improved an d
the flight continued under cruising or
partial power; whenever possible, advan-
tage was taken of thermals and other lift .
Daily hops of up to 435 miles were made
in this manner . By the time Casablanc a
(North Africa) was reached the radi o
gave up . All attempts on several air-
ports en route produced no results . While
making a planned "detour" to Canary Island s
where Christmas was spent with his wife ,
he also met there a few German soarin g
pilots who came to explore the local soar-
ing conditions . One of them was able to
repair the radio .

From Canary Islands the flight con -
tinued along the coast of Africa past
Dakar to Bathurst (Gambia) -the desti-
nation .

This 4960-mile long flight was car -
ried out in 64 flying hours without an y
aircraft problems . Although many bound-
aries were crossed no difficulties were
experienced .

The illustration shows the course o f
this long flight .

Editor :
Motorgliding : The world'sfines t

motorglider magazine in all of Los Angeles ,
California .

Swedish Reindeer Stage Coach Opera-
tors here, and Motorgliding Aug .-Sept .
1975 has just arrived - after being ab-
sent for several months - and before tha t

coming half a year or more late .

So-page 11 notification of bimonthly
publication is damn good news-it shoul d
help us all cater to capacity and inflow
of material according to our combine d
strength .

American Eaglet should be something
for Motorgliding to take an interest in
--to present to readers-and encourage in
every way-original design-and perhaps a
simplified-less efficient-and far cheap-
er version-built the old way of wood and
plain fabric . Open towed gliders of 30-
40 years ago did fly-with a streamlined
body of ribs and fabric--and a gocart en-
gine to push-glide should be improve d
quite a bit-while costs still kept at a
moderate level . It will not perform lik e
Eaglet-but could be a suitable firs t
time project for a beginner . Page 12 ,
Dragonfly-could be a good starter for
general configuration-perhaps with one
central wheel-sailplane style-and in-
verted V-tail with small wheel giving
support in starting . It can here als o

•Prag
be said that there are bigger and more

•w powerful gocart engines than the 12-14 h p
mills most often talked about .

One plane-that is not a glider-but
still can provide a lot of fun--and cheap
transportation-is the Hovey WD II Ultr a
Light-(120 pounds) . It takes off and
lands in 250 feet on any road or flat sur-
face-can be transported on a car roo f
rack-material including brand new McCul-
loch engine-about 700 dollars-buildin g
time less than half of average home pro-
ject .

R . V . Hovey Avion, Box 1074, Saugus ,
California 91350 helps with drawings and
license to build .

Engine off, it has a glide between
a Rogallo and a Quicksilver glider . By
adding a longer wing, and a slightl y
bigger engine, performance can be con-
siderably improved . Info-one U .S . green-
back .

EAA Wizard Bob Cook in Seattle is
building an ingenious Super-Flybike with

Zeichnung : Wolfgang Frost his friend Herb-which Motorgliding maga-
9



zine should do well to prate about to
its readers-it has a 10-hp B&S engine--
glide of 1 :15, 28-ft span and 55-mph
cruise . New 180 lbs-load (wing) 3 . 8
lbs/sq ft .

Info for American Eaglet can be had
for $3 .00, AmEagle Corp .

	

841 Winslow
Court, Muskegon, Michigan 49441 .

Bengt Nilsson
Umea, Sweden

Editor :
This is a picture of Karl Striedieck

taken at Ridge Soaring Inc . airport, al-
most in his own backyard . That is not
his AS-W 17 you see, but an AS-K 14 . He
has now been checked out in a motorglider !
I loaned him my ship for a short flight and
as always, once a glider pilot has a motor-
glider under him, it takes awhile to ge t
one's ship back again . It is worth it t o
see their pleasure in flying these nimbl e
little sailplanes .

There are many areas to be explore d
for wave soaring and new ridges and route s
to test . There is no better way and of -
ten the only way is with a motorglider .
The obvious areas are in use, the new
discoveries need motorgliders .

Walter T . Buhl
Ann Arbor, Michigan

ing a replica of the 1910 French Demoiselle .
We test hopped it last week, and, after re-
sulting improvements, are trying to get used
to its flying characteristics, which are
very much different from John Chalmers' SFS-
31 Milan.

We are planning on taking the Milan
to "Lake Riverside" (between Aguanga an d
Anza on California Highway 71) . There are
rumors that this is an ideal place for al l
kinds of lift, and the AGCSC is looking fo r
something redundant to Elsinore in case i t
gets too crowded there . A motorglider would
be the ideal vehicle to explore the area,
except that it misses the narrow thermal s
that could be easily flown by 2-33's . Any-
way, I will try to set up some recordin g
system for evaluation, which is probabl y
much too much for the information avail-
able . One should have corresponding
weather information to compare the flight s
with, and a statistical history of weathe r
developments in that specific area which
most likely does not exist at all .

What information does the SSA have
on the American Eaglet motorglider? Doug
Lamont mailed me (through Bob West) their
information sheet-but the entire thing
is hard to believe . The weight and per-
formance data seem to be theoretical fig-
ures only, and computed by an optimist ,
at that . Did anybody see it fly? Coul d
the SSA talk these guys into demonstrat-
ing it in Southern California? That would
be the area of concentrated interest any-
way . If anybody wants to build one, I
volunteer my help, after I have seen it
fly and have flown it myself . (See
March Z976 Soaring, February Z976 Sport
Aviation, and Postflight Notes, this
issue-Ed. )

My present ideal of a motorglider
is a scaled-down single-seater versio n
of the Rutan VariEze canard, using their
technology to build the wing, change ail -
eron control to main wing rather than th e
canard span, and an engine in the 30 t o
35 hp range (see my story on the Rotax) ,
that should come out to be a very soar-
able machine .

How far is Stan Hall with his Vector?
that is another candidate for motor instal-
lation, the engine behind the seat, a pro-
peller shaft in an angle to one side of th e

Editor : fuselage with a bearing on a tripod tha t

The only thing I have to report is : could be made retractable (for the perfec -
Mort Larson, a member of the local Associ - tionists) .
ation of Southern Californian Gliding Tasso Propp e

Clubs has spent two-years, I believe, build-' Lemon Grove, California

1 0



Editor :

	

rather indisposed-since I am no longe r
I was pleased to notice the concern

	

an SSA member I shouldn't make any sug-
expressed in articles and in the Letters

	

gestions . . . .
to the Editor in recent copies of Motor-

	

The next day I was able to discus s
gliding that "something" should be done

	

these matters with Mr . S . Francis, SSA
to terminate our isolation and merge with

	

Vice-President . They appeared rather new
Soaring .

	

to him and no commitments were received .
Nothing is more timely and important

	

I also included them in a follow-up let -
for the sport of soaring . As Mr . S . du Pont ter to him later on . It appears again ,
indicated in his letter (October-November

	

suggestions from "outsiders" are no t
1975 Motorgliding), I too tried in vain t o
get the things rolling in the same direc-
tion . It appears the inertia of the SS A
is comparable to FAA's . . . .

During my correspondence with Mr .
Bernald S . Smith, SSA Chairman, Publi-
cations Board, he asked for my suggestions
and comments in his letter of August 8 ,
1974 . I spent some time analyzing thi s
situation and submitted a very detaile d
plan in my lengthy reply of August 17 ,
1974 .

In view of the MotorgZiding irregu-
larity-being at this time behind about
one year-my proposal contained two parts :
1) immediate steps to be undertaken to

bring Motorgliding publication on tim e
(e .g ., bimonthly for the time being ,
etc . )

2) near future plans : to merge Motor-
gliding, as well as the dying Techni-
can Soaring into Soaring, and also in-
clude when available, articles on man-
powered aircraft and its technology .
This would require a 14-page addition ,
in a somewhat smaller type, to-the then
64 pages of Soaring . The dues woul d
have to be increased by a small amoun t
to cover the costs of paper and post-
age . However, the benefits would b e
far reaching and beneficial to the SS A
and the magnificent sport of soaring .
It certainly would make Soaring the
best soaring magazine in the world .
Some other foreign aviation magazine s
did the same-covering all aviatio n
(unlike ours leaving out soaring) ,
notably the Swiss Aero-Revue and the
German Aerokurier .
While I received a prompt and some-

what sympathetic reply from Mr . Smith, I
was not able to meet with him at the fol-
lowing MIT/SSA/AIAA meeting in Boston, as
he suggested . However, I did see him a t
the FAA/SSA yearly meeting at Harris Hil l
last May ; he appeared to be in a hurry and

welcome-regardless of their merits .
Those readers who are intereste d

in this long overdue improvement shoul d
contact their SSA directors, also writ e
to the top SSA officers and request ap-
propriate action at the next directors '
meeting . Some appear to be purists, but
then there was a battle during years past
about having a canopy, awheel instead o f
a skid, flaps, etc ., so do not give up !
Act now ; soaring with an auxiliary engin e
has been here for over 50 years and the
future of soaring is in auxiliary-powere d
sailplanes ; make Soaring the best magazin e
as previously suggested .

S . O . Jenko
Mansfield, Ohi o

FEATURES :
• Easy mountin g
• Easy recoil startin g
• Lightweigh t
• 12 VDC aux. outpu t
• Dependability
• Internal fan coole d
• Taper shaft key drive

SACHS
ROTARY
ENGINES

f Rotary engine powe r
so smooth it's hard t o
believe - by SACHS,
the world's leading
rotary engine
manufacturer. Now
available to home
builders for the first time .

For genera l
purpose use . . .

Experimental aircraf t
Dune buggies - Karts
Marine - Snowmobile s
Autos and other
experimental projects .

MODELS
KM-48 : 11 hp @ 5500 rpm, approx . 22 Ibs	 $479 .0 0
KM-914 : 21 hp @ 5500 rpm, approx . 52 lbs .

with heavy duty engine	 629 .0 0
KM-24 : 25 hp @ 6000 rpm, approx . 46 Ibs	 649 .0 0
KM-24E : same as above with electric start 	 698 .0 0

All prices plus freight. Delivery 30 to 60 days A .R.O .
For information and specs send 50 cents .

DYNAMIC PRODUCT S
1715 Borchard Ave. Santa Ana, Calif. 92705
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POSTFLIGHT NOTES

The American Eaglet referred to by
Tasso Proppe, J . Tervamaki, and Bengt
Nilsson is a project of Larry Haig and
his company, AmEagle Corporation . An
article by Haig appeared in the June 197 5
Sport Aviation . Subsequent articles have
appeared in March 1976 Soaring and Febru-
ary 1976 Sport Aviation . The aircraft i s
an extremely light, very small pod-and-
boom motorglider, with pusher propelle r
and inverted V-tail . The prototype wa s
flight-tested on auto tow in October 1975
and by aero tow in November 1975 . As a
result of design changes, Haig, in Novem-
ber, reported that revised specs are as
follows ; span, 36 feet ; wing area, 7 2
square feet ; empty weight, 150 to 16 0
pounds ; gross weight, 360 pounds . He
predicts a rate of climb of 380 feet pe r
minute, max L/D of 24, and 3 .1 feet per
second minimum sink .

The ship has been designed to FAR
23 with a positive limit load factor of
4 .4, negative limit load factor of 2 .3 ,
with a 30 foot-per-second gust load an d
a factor of safety of 1 .5 . Haig reports

a Vnever exceed of 127 mph, Vcruise of
92 mph, Vmaneuvering of 80 mph, Vstal l
of 35 mph, Vmax powered of 110 mph, v
best L/D of 60 mph, and Vmin sink of 45
mph . For further information, see th e
articles mentioned above or write the
company, AmEagle Corp ., 841 Winslow
Court, Muskegon, Michigan 49441 .

We apologize for the extremely late
publication of this issue of MotorgZiding .
We shall strive to do better . Upcoming
are Tasso Proppe's observations of th e
1975 Burg Feuerstein meeting, a report
by Per Weishaupt,chairman of the CIVV
motorgliding sub-committee, an articl e
by M. A. Zimmerman on a tailless motor-
glider project, a description of V . A .
Budachs' experiences on checking out

and delivering a Falke, a fun-type arti-
cle on an RF-5 by Doug Terman, an article

on the state of the art by Bob Tawse ,
Tasso Proppe's "Eulogy of the Crow," and
of course, S . O . Jenko's "Foreign Scene . "

So shortage of material is not an
immediate problem . We do however, urge
those of you who are participating in a
motorgliding activity to consider sub-
mitting an article .

Chalmers' SFS-31 instrument pane l

CLASSIFIED ADS

DESIGNING $ BUILDING your own aux-
iliary-powered sailplane and in need o f

sound engineering advice? For free de-
tailed information send a self-addresse d

stamped envelope to : Amtech Services-mg ,

RD 8, Mansfield, Ohio 44904 .

ULTRALIGHT MOTORGLIDER FLYING WING STOP

BUILDER OFFERING PARTNERSHIP FOR SILENT

PARTNER STOP LACKING KNOW-HOW AND CAPITAL

FOR PATENTING PROCEDURES STOP NO PROMISE
ON PROMPT RETURN STOP ONLY FLYING ENTHU-
SIAST IN THIS FIELD WILL BE CONSIDERE D

STOP IF INTERESTED SEND LETTER TO : K . C .

MARKUS 2228 THIRD ST SANTA MONICA CALIF .

90405

RF-3 (same as RF-4D) . Always hang-
ared . Accident-free . Beautifully re-
sprayed in 1975 . Full instrumented . New
C of A for 1976 . TT . 690 hrs, $7,000 (with-
out Dittel radio, $6,500) . Yves De Vriendt ,
Mariakerke Steenweg 29, 9870 Drongen, Bel-
guim. Phone : 097/27 .72 .59 .

RF-5B, 600 hrs . Excellent condition .

$18,500 . R . C . Graham, 1432 Sand Run Rd . ,

Akron, Ohio 44313 .

HOME BUILT 2-place sailplane, L/D =
33, nice control response, new detach-
able McCulloch powered pod, but incomplet e

installation . Powered performance esti-
mated equal to J-3 cub . Must sacrifice

for $3900 .00, R . Torgerson, 5502 Rushmor e

St ., Ventura, Ca . 93003 .
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Contest winning performance at a reasonabl e
price, plus docile handling characteristics and a
worthwhile range under power (about 280 miles )
mark the Tandem Falke as today's best value i n
self-launching sailplanes . The 60 hp Limbach
engine with a Hoffman feathering propelle r
provides plenty of power to operate from regula r
airfields .

Engine-on Performanc e

Takeoff run 500/650 ft .
Rate of climb (sea level) 430 ft ./min .
Maximum speed (sea level) 106 mp h
Cruising speed 81-93 mp h
Endurance (cruise) 3 hours
Fuel capacity 10 gallons

Gliding Performance

Maximum glide ratio 26/27 to 1 at 53 mp h
Minimum sinking speed 2 .95 ft ./sec. at 43 mph

The Tandem Falke's outrigger wheels an d
steerable tailwheel allow completely independen t
operation . With its outrigger wheels removed th e
Tandem Falke may be conveniently hangare d
with other sailplanes .

A side-by-side version is available for pilots wh o
prefer this arrangement . Similar performance ,
but slightly lower rate of climb and glide ratio .
Order the SF-25CS "Falke . "

Prices include flight test, German certificate o f
airworthiness, flight and engine instruments ,
electric starter, feathering propeller, cabi n
heater, upholstered cockpit, two-tone paint ,
packing in container, and shipping to the port o f
Hamburg :

Scheibe SF-25E Super Falke	 DM 55,50 0
(First place, 1974 Burg Feuerstein )
Scheibe SF-28A Tandem Falke	 DM 49,80 0
Scheibe SF-25CS Falke	 DM 49,00 0

All prices FOB Hamburg

GRAHAM THOMSON LTD
3200 AIRPORT AVENU E

SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA 9040 5
(213) 398-4714

Sole distributors of Scheibe powered sailplane s
in North Americ a
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Second Class Postage Pai d

c/o The Soaring Society of America, Inc .

	

At Santa Monica, Calif .
P .O ."Box 66071
Los Angeles, California 9006 6

WHEN YOU TAKE FIV
YOUR BUSY SCHED U
WHY SPEND THREE
Cp

(213) 424-8480 424-4700 Telex : 656398 IAS/FAR LGB
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